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ABSTRACT

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an inevitable reality, evolved on modern-day scientific breakthroughs. AI
itself is a collection of knowledge and experience. In the current research, the closest approximation
towards AI is made by developing applications with deep learning and reinforcement learning. In
designing AI-enabled solutions another inevitable component is the system design. Intelligence
wrapped around knowledge requires a learning curve on larger datasets. Enabling intelligent solutions
with a larger amount of data raises some concerns related to streamlining dataflow for specific AI
algorithms. Dealing with such larger datasets, the state of the art solution is to use big data systems.
Separating a big data processing framework with AI-enabled systems is hard thing to do. Due to
this inability to decouple AI workflow with big data systems, the challenge is to identify how big
data systems can co-exist with AI-enabled systems. This is an emerging topic in recent research.
Another important aspect is to see how to keep existing big data systems keeping up with the growing
AI-enabled systems. Big data systems play a major role in data organization aspect. Besides, in
unifying data organization, learning and evaluation process, an AI-enabled system must be linked
with a streamlined workflow. Another important thing is supporting AI-enabled systems with the
state of the art big data systems. With emerging data collection, improving training time is a vital task.
Distributed training, data organization and AI algorithm development with rich application interfaces
enables a streamlined workflow for scientists. Once an AI model is optimized to do the expected
task, the next important task is to enable low-latency inference. Combining big-data systems with
an inference workflow is vital. In terms of improving systems considering the hardware stack, both
training and inference of AI algorithms must take place in the state of the art efficient hardware. In
facilitating this with big data systems, hardware capabilities must be taken into consideration when
designing big data systems or when designing interfaces for existing big data systems. In this study,
we do a deep analysis of understanding the current status of AI-enabled systems and the future of
the AI-enabled ecosystem. The core of our study is based on how academic research influenced
early day AI. Specially, we take a close look at how artificial intelligence is efficiently designed by
private co-operations like Google, Facebook, Uber, Tesla, Microsoft and Amazon. From the observed
conclusions, we suggest a workflow for AI systems on top of big data systems.

Keywords Stream Processing · Batch Processing · Deep Learning · Reinforcement Learning · Edge Inference

1 Introduction

Instead of using a classical constrained-based system, modern-day science has taken a step towards AI-enabled
algorithms to solve problems. Deep learning and reinforcement learning are the two pillars dominating the current
research. Deep learning systems are highly coupled with larger datasets with higher dimensions. Reinforcement
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learning systems are also coupled with larger datasets, but they are mostly involved with experience-based agent training.
Running more simulations and trying to create an older version or more experienced version of the agent from its
younger or less experienced version is the end goal. Memory optimizations and computation optimizations are high
valued assets to enable an efficient AI system. The most challenging problem is to design systems to enable efficiency
depending on the nature of AI algorithms. Depending on the nature of the computation intensity of larger datasets,
modern-day hardware has been evolved from CPU to GPU[1] at a particular stage of the evolution of AI systems. Now,
this trend has been again evolved from GPU to TPU [2]. Depending on each hardware device-specific AI platforms
are being designed by most of the commercial entities like Google[3] and NVidia [4]. Depending on the hardware
capabilities, the design specific platforms are also evolving. Tensorflow [5] from Google, Pytorch [6] from Facebook-AI
[7], MXNet [8] from Amazon (AWS AI) [9] and CuDNN [10] from NVidia AI [4] are a couple of highly used deep
learning and deep reinforcement enabled systems. These AI systems have been designed for training and inference
purposes. All these frameworks can be currently classified as general-purpose AI algorithm development platforms. The
inspiration behind most of the prominent AI platforms designed by industrial entities is with the inevitable necessity of
understanding the data for the increasing demand of a larger number of services in satisfying various aspects of human
life. Even though most of these AI platforms are designed by the industrial entities, the strong driving force in enabling
machine intelligence comes from academia. Geoffrey Hinton is one of the prominent authors in modern-day artificial
intelligence. Deep Learning review on Nature [11], fast learning algorithm for deep belief nets [12] and dimensional
reduction with deep neural networks [13] are major contributions among the other topics [14],[15], [16].

Uber [17] focuses their attention mostly on fine-tuning the customer experience on taxi and delivery mechanisms.
Uber-Eats and Uber for travelling are the main products involved with AI. Autonomous driving is one of the challenging
problems that is being solved by Uber. Also, they focus on food delivery as well. In these scenarios providing the
estimated time of arrival by considering current traffic flow, weather and other factors are taken into consideration.
Tesla on the other hand provides autonomous driving for vehicles by inventing new AI technologies[18]. Safety for the
driver and external entities are most prominent aspects considered in improving the user experience. Object detection,
obstacle avoiding, keeping track on the lanes and the curbs of the road are vital to achieve these goals. A variety of
sensors provide input to a stack of deep learning systems to make decisions. Microsoft is another entity working on
improving AI experience. AI in Microsoft focuses on medical applications, agriculture, production automation, etc.
Most of the AI-enabled workflow systems are made available with the Azure web services. Most of these services
are focused on vision, language and speech[19]. Amazon is another entity focusing on customer experience via AI.
Amazon Alexa is a prominent natural conversing AI-bot. It uses a variety of techniques from voice recognition, speech
recognition, complex sentence interpretation, etc. Most of these technologies are coupled with edge computing and
cloud computing aspects. Providing minimum latency for AI systems are vital when it comes to deploying an advisory
system like Alexa.

Deep learning application on solving challenging scientific problems has become a norm. Earthquake prediction,
high-energy particle physics, weather prediction, climate modelling, precision medicine[20], deployment of clean
fusion energy are some of the most challenging problems. The other aspect is mining data from human interactions to
improve existing business entities and generate new business entities. This is one of the most prominent goals from
social media related research done in Facebook, Google, Amazon, Alibaba[21], etc. Christoph Angerer looks at the
deep learning systems under two main categories [22]. First method is designing a system not with a rules but with
data. The improvement over a larger dataset can evolve to a higher accurate and flexible system. The second aspect is
where a learning system is vital when we need to create scientific applications where we use AI as a surrogate model for
existing solutions. Taking a climate simulation or any physical model consideration, there are a hundreds of thousands
of parameters governing the behaviour. These models have high precision model definitions through mathematical
models. Instead of an exact solution, an approximate solution can be developed with parameter-tuning using deep
learning systems. These approximate models can be designed by modelling a physical model by tuning a larger number
of hyper-parameters with a larger amount of training data. The objective is to generate an approximate model with
training data and compare its accuracy with the existing understanding with the real-world data. Once the surrogate
functions are well trained, a fine-grain physical model can be replaced with a parameterized model designed with the
power of artificial intelligence. In the physics cases the physic models can generate training data. The idea is to speed
up the experiments depending on these physical models. AI can speed up such simulations and provide efficient systems
to design far complex models.

Understanding AI and being a part of the AI evolution comes with the understanding of requirements of evolving
world. The ultimate goal of AI focuses mainly on food, water, health, business and education. Dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling in NoCs has been recently evaluated with supervised and reinforcement learning [23]. Monitor health
of canine [24] (Billion dollar pet industry has to catch up with the wearable in the market (FitBark). Digital advisors for
helping making decisions. For instance teaching how to use a particular device. This can be done with a rule based step
by step system. But with an intelligent system, tracing the progress of a learner and understanding the specific areas
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he or she needs help, can be done with intelligent systems [25]. AI-enabled safety-critical systems is a vital area of
research. When it comes to the generative adversarial networks it can generate fake data which is close to the real data.
The generation of fake content to compromise a system dependent on it’s intrinsic values. The adversarial examples
involved in training another network can be affected by a wrongly trained system by gaining access to input data and
tampering with it, model parameters modification and poisoning the training data with adversarial information[26].

In designing intelligent systems, the most important thing is designing an entire system including data organization, AI
modelling, AI deployment and AI model evaluation with unobserved external factors. With modern electronic devices,
one of the most prominent component in day to day life is a digital advisor. Amazon Alexa[27], Google Assistant[28],
Siri[29] and Cortana[30] are some of the prominent digital advisors. The growth of digital advisors increased with the
growth of technology trends. From pre-programmed chatbots to natural conversational chatbots were a reality with the
growth of technology towards intelligent applications. Figure 1 shows the technology growth against time. In the dawn
of the 21st century, primitive AI-enabled applications started appearing. But with the evolving machine learning, deep
learning and reinforcement learning algorithms, digital advisors tends to get the maximum out of AI.

Figure 1: Digital Advisor Technology Growth Rate with Respect to Time. Source [25]

All these intelligent applications are driven by the power of knowledge and experience. For gaining more knowledge,
more training has to be done with more data. This implicitly involves the necessity of big data systems. The main
focus of this study is to showcase how existing big-data systems support the AI-enabled applications and how big data
systems must evolve in meeting emerging requirements of AI-enabled applications. In addition, a study on linking AI
platforms with big data systems is also discussed.

2 Workflow for AI Systems

The core of an AI system involves with organized data, algorithm modelling, external system design and AI model
deployment[31]. These steps are all sequential components of a complete AI pipeline.

2.1 Data Organization

Data organization is the most vital component in AI systems. Without organized data, no conclusions can be made. Data
organization has a couple of important components. The raw-data can take the forms of unlabelled data, schema-less
data, sparse data, etc. Processing row-data by labelling, adding schemas and representing sparse data with a memory
optimized format can lead to the first step towards data organization.

’Road to AI’ article in scientific computing world magazine [32], describes a four stage process where data is being
vetted for better use.

• Identification
• Preparation
• Ingestion
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• Storage

In terms of data organization steps, identification is vital for extracting better features from data sources. The source of
data is not always structured, because the data sources are not providing uniform schemes. Some times data arrives
from IoT devices, databases or by other data streams like Kafka[33] message broker. In such scenarios, making data
into a meaningful format is vital. In this data preparation segment, primitive data analysis and pruning are done with
algorithms like PCA. Data ingestion is all about data gathering and application of necessary data points to the AI or other
analytics platforms. In this stage, the data structure, source and size of data must be taken into consideration. Besides,
the involvement of streams of data for non-re-playable data sources is vital and adding edge level data pre-processing is
very important in formulating schemas. In the final step, the nature of the storage of the processed data is vital when it
has to be fed to the AI system. Here good data vs cold data selection has to be done. Good data is the data stored in the
right storage medium depending on the importance. This refers to a faster dataflow from the storage to the AI system.
Cold data is the data stored in a slower storage medium. This can be in the cloud, as the latency is less critical.

. Next important thing is feeding data for the AI system. Dataflow for an AI system must consider the following factors;

• Training dataflow

• Cross-validation dataflow

• Testing dataflow

The training dataflow most of the time deals with retrieving data from existing storage or processing data in-memory.

2.1.1 In-Memory Oriented Dataflow

When the data size for training or predictive task is under the in-memory capacity of the physical resources, in-memory
computation strategies can be taken into consideration. When working with different systems, it is always better to keep
a common data interface understood by all systems involved (discussed more in 6.4).

2.1.2 Storage Oriented Dataflow

Once the data size reaches beyond the in-memory capacity of the system resources (cluster memory capacity), data
must be queried from the storage and fed back to the AI system in terms of a data pipeline. State of the art solutions in
the dawn of this decade was to use Hadoop oriented solutions, but this interest has moved towards data structures with
columnar format depending on different application requirements (discussed more in 6.4, 4.4).

2.1.3 Touch of HPC

High-performance computing resources and the software stack extending from HPC world has become a vital factor
in improving the performance of in-memory dataflow management and distributed training. Deep learning on HPC
has been deeply analyzed by many types of research throughout the last decade. Among these work, the large data
movement with HPC systems in deep learning is one of the most important problems that have to be tackled [34], [35].
Understanding the correct HPC operator can provide a boost in dataflow for the AI system. In addition, in building a
stable system and understanding bottlenecks in scaling AI systems is vital. Awan et.al [36] discusses this problem in
HPC environments to understand how various deep learning workloads affect the system. Another important aspect of
HPC is to enable existing AI platforms to run efficiently on HPC hardware. Biswas et.al discusses on how Tensorflow
can be accelerated using RDMA-based GRPC [37]. The AI platform-driven system design is one of the most important
aspects that can accelerate modern-day AI systems.

2.2 AI Modelling

AI modelling is the most challenging task in building AI systems. The modelling stage is mutually exclusive from the
external system design as long as the structure of the model is known. When the structure of the model is not known
and it has to be designed with the help of simulations. In such a situation, an external system can come to provide such
assistance. Such an approach can be taken when there is a rough estimate on the model. When simulating a couple of
models with similar core model definition, a workflow has to be designed to select the best configuration. This can
be further enhanced by an auto-tuner which can be enabled via a stochastic gradient descent or similar optimization
algorithm. The overall loss and the accuracy against the configuration matrices can be recorded and configurations can
be auto-tuned upon the feedback from the algorithm. The aforementioned workflow can be abstracted using a dataflow
model for algorithm selection.
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2.3 System Design

Core system design for an AI system must be highly efficient in training and inference stages. In the evolving software
stack which is highly coupled with the hardware stack, designing just an API for building deep learning systems won’t
be the ultimate solution. The ultimate goal must be to design the software stack along with the improving hardware
stack. In recent years, with the dawn of the deep learning and reinforcement learning systems, the hardware stack
dominated by CPU based computation moved to GPU based computation. GPUs are better with graphics processing
and also very good with matrix related computations. This created a ripple effect in AI system designing. Due to high
computational intensity on image processing, language processing, etc. GPU oriented AI system designing became a
dominant trend. In recent years, TPU related research has provided another optimization to the software stack. From
various researches, it has been shown that TPUs can improve beyond GPUs in AI system modelling at training stage
[38], [39]. With such advancements, low latency systems can be designed for training and cross-validation. State of the
art AI SDKs like Tensorflow and Pytorch are powered by TPUs and GPUs while CuDNN is powered by GPUs. For an
AI system design, another important aspect is to visualize the model and understand feature extraction while training
takes place. The data provenance on inference stats like inference time, loss function value, accuracy (top-1, top-5) can
be very important to optimize the AI algorithms with the support of the system design wrapped around it.

2.4 Deployment

AI system deployment is the end goal of all these steps. Providing AI services with increasing demand is a challenge.
The scale-able solution is vital in providing such services. Low-latency is one of the major factors affecting the quality
of the services. As same as training, the inference is also very important to provide scale-able solutions. Moreover,
the hardware on which both training and inference run is an influential factor. Most of the AI SDKs like Tensorflow,
Pytorch and CuDNN have optimized the software stack along with the hardware stack. The reality is training done on
servers in a cloud or a static location. But the inference takes place in billions of places in billions of devices. Providing
faster hardware and optimizing existing mobile and IoT hardware is vital to improving the efficiency of the deployed AI
services. In deep learning, quantization and forming mobile-friendly networks are the key factors towards efficient
inference. In addition, network compression and graph optimizations are also done by the tools like TensorRT[40],
TensorflowLite[41], Pytorch Mobile[42], etc. With mobile compression, two major actions take place. First one is
low-latency inference from INT-8 and FP-16 quantization schemes and smaller model size fitting devices with limited
memory[43, 44, 45]. Apart from mobile devices like smartphones, watches and tablets, there are IoT requirements
with the increasing remote sensing activities. There is specific hardware produced for meeting the aforementioned
requirements. Edge TPU devices[46] (shown in 2 (a) and (b)) and Edge GPU devices[47] (shown in 2 (c) and (d)) have
been the solutions in the modern-day research. The software stack has also been optimized to fit for these hardware
devices. (For CPU devices Raspberry-PI[48] (shown in 2 (e)) like devices are available to run mobile compatible
versions, but hardware acceleration is not there as in Edge TPU or Edge GPU devices.)

3 Role of Big Data Systems

This section is focused on understanding how big data systems can satisfy the requirements in AI systems as described
in section 2. System building is a vital factor when it comes to integrating machine intelligence to domain science
problems or business problems. With the increase in usage of mobile devices, the data collected also increases in an
exponential rate. So, big data processing has become an inevitable component since the last decade. And it will be the
most demanding component that powers AI in modern-day science. The quest is to provide a streamline dataflow for
these learning systems. Existing big data systems like Apache Spark[49], Apache Hadoop[50], Twister[51] have been
major batch processing systems. In-stream processing Apache Storm[52], Apache Flink[53], Heron[54], Alink[55] can
be recognized as state of the art streaming systems. Until the mid of this decade, all these big data systems were mainly
focused on data processing, querying and storage. With the emergence of AI, all these data processing engines have
been adopting certain practices to provide support to such systems. In most of the research conducted in recent years,
the main focus has been to provide a streamline data source for AI systems. Big data systems can be influential with
AI systems in three main ways. The first one is the training of an AI algorithm. The next phase is to use the trained
algorithm at scale. The other important aspect is supporting transient learning. This empowers building AI systems
upon AI systems.

3.1 Training System Requirement

This section discusses how big data systems can enable the necessities discussed in sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Deep
learning and reinforcement learning are the major components in modern-day AI. Deep learning highly dependent
on high volume and high dimensional data. Reinforcement learning also depends on such larger datasets and also it
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e)

Figure 2: (a) Edge TPU Accelerator (b) Edge TPU Dev Board (c) Jetson Nano (d) Jetson Tx2 (e) Raspberry PI 4. Note
all the figures are not in real scale. Figures in (a) and (b) with scale. Figure (c) includes a device with size 70 mm × 45
mm. Figure (d) includes a device with size 5 cm × 9cm. Figure (e) includes a device with size 85.6 mm × 56.5 mm.
Depth of the devices are relatively smaller among all devices.

depends on gaining experience by simulating itself with a set of actions focusing towards a higher reward. All these deep
learning and reinforcement learning systems are being powered by software like Tensorflow, Pytorch, MXNet, CuDnn,
etc. Creating a streamlined data pipeline to feed these systems is a challenging task. Enabling large in-memory batch
processing and scaling out for thousands of machines is vital when training larger systems. Most of these frameworks
are wrapped around a C++ core with Python. In a pythonic environment, processing very large datasets with numpy
become infeasible, when most of the raw data is not formatted to expected schemas. In addition, memory-bound issues
are always coupled with pythonic data structures. Data organization is a vital task in training AI systems. In terms of
Big data systems, they are well designed to do this heavy-weight task by distributed computing on batch and stream
mode. And also the querying capability with SQL-based interfaces in big data systems enable the data organization
much easier. Once the data is well-organized the next challenge is coupling the link between dataflow from a big data
system to the AI system. Once this is enabled a complete workflow is therefrom data organization to an AI system.
This link can be enabled with distributed file systems like HDFS or modern-day storage formats like Parquet (discussed
in 6.4). Another way is to spawn the processes within the big data system by abstracting data pipeline with training
pipeline. For very large scale experiments on hundreds and thousands of petabytes of data, this won’t be the solution. It
rather works well with distributed cache or distributed file systems. But for medium-sized data sets, in-memory dataflow
and AI process launching via a big data system can enable a streamlined workflow. Another important aspect is loading
cross-validation data which governs the evaluation metric of the AI algorithm. Passing data for cross-validation loop by
overlapping I/O and training is another advantage that can be provided for the AI systems. Big data systems can provide
a streamline data pipeline to enable this. At the training stage, the most important metric to evaluate the progress of the
algorithm can be enabled with data provenance. These capabilities are external attributes to the AI system. But a virtual
coupling between these attributes can be enabled through a big data system. The vital nature of a big data system for AI
application training monitoring is a must to obtain an efficient AI ecosystem.

3.2 Predictive System Requirement

In this section, we discuss how big data systems can facilitate a streamlined workflow to enable tasks discussed in
section 2.4. Once an AI model is trained for the expected accuracy, the next step is deploying the model. For model
deployment and enabling low-latency inference, distributed dataflow in streaming mode, lambda or kappa (discussed
in 6.3) mode is a vital task. Once you obtain millions of requests from thousands and millions of edge devices, a
streamline dataflow model has to be designed to enable low-latency inference. With predictive systems, data provenance
is a vital factor for evaluating the model in terms of accuracy and performance. Collecting stats on dataflow operations
like gather or reduce must be evaluated to understand the bottlenecks in the predictive systems. Besides with the time, if
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a model seems to be under-performing, these stats must also be collected. These evaluation metrics can be encapsulated
via a big data system. The main reason for such an ethic lies behind the challenges in stream processing, data storage,
distributed cache and data management components. The expert systems doing all these tasks are big data systems.

3.3 Transfer Learning System Requirement

In AI systems, learning a new skill from an existing skill is quite useful in optimizing system design and maintenance.
In supporting such tasks, big data systems can enable linking older versions of trained deep learning or reinforcement
models with transfer learning. In transfer learning, feature extraction is one of the core requirements. A pre-trained
model can be taken and a sub-set of layers can be extracted from it. For instance, excluding a softmax layer, a
dimension-reduced representation of a larger image dataset can be effectively obtained. Big data systems can enable a
streamlined workflow to enable such a re-training process on top of already trained AI models. The effect of big data
systems for this component is merely for data pipelining. Most of the work is done within the mutation of the AI model
which is governed by the AI system itself.

4 AI at Work

So far the study was focused on how AI has been progressed throughout the time and where AI has positioned itself at
the moment. Understanding these ideas help to improve big data systems and evolve on top of it. In this section, the
main focus is to analyze how industrial business entities have collaborated for the evolving AI and how AI has been
positioned to solve the problems in modern human life.

4.1 Google AI

Google is one of the main entities working on artificial intelligence. Alpha Go Zero, Alpha Zero, Tensorflow, Apache
Beam, TPU and Edge TPU are some of the most impacting research focuses that has shaped AI.

4.1.1 Alpha Go Zero

Go[56] is one of the most famous Chinese board games. This game is considered to be one of the most complex games
among other board games like chess or checkers. Google Deepmind is one of the pioneers worked on solving this game
with AI. Alpha Go Zero was the AI solution provided. The core of Alpha Go Zero is designed with deep reinforcement
learning techniques. The main focus is to not to train the Alpha Go Zero with more data, but with more experience
on playing the game. Alpha Go Zero itself is an agent which tries to play the game by increasing the possibility of
winning. As deep reinforcement learning is used the objective is training an agent such that each move played in the
game increases the reward given towards it. An agent is capable of being strong with play when it has more experience
through playing many games. At the beginning of training Alpha Go Zero, it was trained with 100,000 known games
played by different amateur players. At this stage, after training for this much games, it is a better version than that of
the version played 1000 games. The main challenge is the need of more games when it is needed to be trained beyond
the capabilities of an amateur player. So far the main challenge is creating infrastructure and algorithms to facilitate
100,000 games. Without more data, the only way to improve the AI to exceed a human player is to make the AI play
itself. The idea is to generate an older and more experienced version of the existing AI player. Alpha Go Zero has been
trained 30M games with itself in such a way that it creates a version of itself by being better than the old version. So
every time it plays, a newer version is made, outperforming the previous version. There have been many studies done
on understanding the nature of an AI game player exceeding the best level of a human player. A most important study
is to understand the level of a human player through AI techniques, most preferably by deep reinforcement learning and
this has been discussed by Hassabis et.al [57]. Besides, intensive searches are being done on deciding positions for a
game as stated in the study by Silver et.al [58]. The AI modelling itself is computation-intensive as there are exhaustive
tree searches that are being happened to find a better move. But these explorations are not like brute-force searches as
seen in classical chess engines. They are driven by human intuition and intuition gained by experience.

4.1.2 Alpha Zero

Alpha Zero[59] is the generalized framework which unifies the superhuman player level in playing the game, Go, Chess
and Sogi (Japanese Chess)[60, 61]. The difference in this generalized framework is the number of searches are very
minimum when it is compared to IBM DeepBlue[62] and Stockfish[63], Elmo[64] (state of the art engine for Sogi).
The number of searches by a human grand-master is around 100 moves and the number of searches by a state of the
art chess engine is around 10 million. But the Alpha Zero only use 10,000 searches per move. These computation
must take place as fast as possible and the underlying software and hardware influences this. Stockfish and Elmo have
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used 44 CPU cores while Alpha Go Zero and Alpha Zero has used 4 first class TPU cores and 44 CPU cores. The
performance of Alpha Zero in different game formats is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Alpha Zero Performance in Sogi, Chess and Go with the State of the Art Game Engines. Source [61]

With this understanding the evident fact is the need of a big data system in the expansion of multiplayer games can be
vital in handling large streams of data in both batch and streaming mode.

4.1.3 Google Assistant

Google assistant[28] is an AI-powered virtual assistant with a voice base interface designed for interacting with human
beings. A tool like this goes with a variety of AI models. Content identification, voice recognition, speech recognition,
translation and signal denoising major skills needed for such a tool.

4.1.4 Apache Beam

Apache Beam[65] is the software tool which unifies both batch and stream processing[66]. The underlying concept
is commonly known as Google-Dataflow. In big data systems, the most challenging task is to keep batch processing
and stream processing in a unified manner. Also, due to the existence of a large amount of big data systems, providing
support to existing consumer base on each system is a vital task. Apache Beam encapsulates all these requirements
within the core of Google Dataflow model where one can program using PCollections or similar API endpoints in
Apache Beam. There are runners in Apache Beam for other big data systems like Apache Spark and Apache Flink. In
developing state of the art AI-systems, a tool like Apache Beam can be vital to unify data, AI models and providing
services at scale.

4.1.5 Tensorflow

Tensorflow[5] is one of the main software development tool kit (SDK) to develop AI models. Tensorflow provides a
variety of API support for developing deep learning, deep reinforcement learning and machine learning applications.
This software stack is optimized to run on CPU, GPU and especially on TPU. In current research domain, Tensorflow is
performing far better on TPUs than GPUs. The computation shift from GPU to TPU was enabled by the support in
Tensorflow. In order to reduce the training AI models, Tensorflow has provided distributed training on CPU, GPU and
TPU devices.

4.1.6 TensorflowLite

With the increasing demand for efficient predictions or inference on mobile devices, Tensorflow has been optimized to
convert heavy models to fit into mobile devices. TensorflowLite[41] is the software stack that enables the deployment
of quantized mobile-friendly networks at scale. The uniqueness of this platform is that it supports mobile operating
systems like Android, IOS, Raspbian and also support Google Coral edge devices specialized on TPUs (described in
section 2.4 and 3.2).
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4.1.7 Hardware Oriented Software Stack

Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) is one of the main hardware accelerators developed to improve deep learning research at
scale. TPU devices are a special type of hardware like GPU, but very different in architecture. TPU has been designed
to do training in large scale. And also it is much faster than GPU in training (scales well beyond 1 TPU core[38]).
The software stack developed with Tensorflow provides software abstraction on TPUs to design deep learning and
reinforcement learning applications. In deploying trained models with high efficiency, Google Edge TPU hardware and
TensorflowLite software stacks can be used to harness the power of TPUs (discussed in detail in 2.4 and 3.2).

4.2 Facebook AI

Facebook is another entity driven towards AI. The work done in Facebook relates to developing software tools and
hardware tools. And also there are other supporting tools to enhance the AI development experience.

4.2.1 Pytorch

Pytorch[6] is one of the main software development kit (SDK) for AI modelling. This is a production from Facebook
AI. Pytorch provides support to design dynamic graph definitions in designing deep neural networks. The dynamic
graph execution is one of the most significant aspects of Pytorch. In the beginning, Pytorch was only designed as
a research tool on Facebook. The production was done on Caffe2[67]. When deploying an AI application at scale,
a research-level application had to be converted to Caffe2 format. In order to reduce the overhead in application
development, Pytorch 1.0.0 was introduced by unifying these APIs (the currently available version is Pytorch 1.3.0).
In deep learning application development, the main overhead in the development stage is the training time. In order
to minimize the training time, Pytorch has enabled distributed training mode[68]. Pytorch supports MPI[69], Gloo
(Facebook distributed runtime)[70] and NCCL (Nvidia) [71]. With the variety of distributed environments, the AI
models can be trained efficiently on Nvidia GPUs, HPC hardware and also in Google TPU hardwares[72]. For low-
latency inference, Pytorch Mobile[42] provides an efficient workflow for deploying mobile-friendly AI models for
inference purpose. In addition to training and inference, training with data encryption is a vital element in dealing with
sensitive data[73, 74, 75]. Crypten[76, 77] is one such framework built on top of Pytorch to make a software interface
available for such application development. Another important aspect of AI modelling is understanding what happens
in the models in the training stage. Captum[78, 79] is a model interpreting tool designed on Pytorch. In optimizing a
model to obtain better accuracy, learning meta-data like cross-validation accuracy, top-5 accuracy and gradient overlay
are important hyper-parameters. Capture encapsulates these requirements for both text and pictures related AI system
development. Detectron[80] is an object detection AI software toolkit. And Fairseq[81] is a translation, summarizing
and language modelling AI toolkit developed with Pytorch.

4.2.2 Poker Game with AI

In AI-oriented game development, Facebook has partnered with Carnegie Mellon University to produce an AI-based
Poker game which can play with 5 human players. Among 2 player dominant AI-based games like Alpha Go Zero
and Alpha Zero, this AI-based Poker gaming engine is the first to solve a multiplayer game. It uses Monte Carlo
counterfactual regret minimization for introducing self-play as same as Alpha Go Zero improved itself by playing with
itself[82].

4.2.3 Facebook Hardware Stack for High Performance

Facebook has also designed new hardware devices to facilitate efficient training and inference at scale. Efficient video
processing, image processing and content processing techniques are vital to performing quality analyze on the content
added to the social network by millions of users. The hardware stack builds for this is known as Zion platform. Figure 4
shows the hardware stack used in Facebook research.

4.2.4 Facebook ONNX

From the sections 4.2.1, 4.1.5, it is evident that there are multi-disciplines in writing AI systems. ONNX is a shared
model exchange which facilitates deploying AI systems to build on different software stacks using one middle-ware.
Deploying AI models with multiple software backends takes time and resources. A middle-ware like ONNX can be
used to unify multi-discipline AI workflows to create a streamline inference workflow. And also with the support of the
Glow compiler, the output from the ONNX can be optimized to fit into different hardware for inference in different
vendors. Figure 5 shows the overview of the ONNX platform with other AI platforms.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: (a) CPU Chassis with 8 CPUs (b) Accelerators for Inference (c) Zion Platform Connecting CPU Chassis and
Accelerator Chassis in the Rack. Source [83].

Figure 5: ONNX Platform With Other AI Platforms. Source [83].

4.2.5 Facebook AI @Scale

Scaling AI systems is one of the main challenges for many of the business entities. With the increasing consumers and
devices, data management has to be optimized for higher efficiency. Most of the increasing demand is focused on text,
video and image processing. In increasing efficiency, computation and memory management optimizations are vital. In
AI systems, there are many layers responsible for various tasks. The lower levels are more data-oriented and depend on
memory. The higher levels are more intense on computations. Understanding the overheads in each layer will allow
optimizing systems for higher efficiency. Concerning computation, understanding common computations done within a
larger AI system enables in reducing redundant execution. Once such common computation done in one machine is
useful to a computation done in another machine, the final result can be sent through the wire. This involves lower-level
optimizations on understanding the data-parallelism or model-parallelism of distributed training of such AI models.
And also providing hybrid AI modelling support for data-parallel and model-parallel training is vital to optimizing
modelling time and resource usage. Considering memory, using better data schemes for supporting sparse data and
dense data is vital in optimizing applications. In such scenarios usage of embedding, tables[84] to encapsulate the data
representations can be very effective to represent data. Instead of re-vectorizing data, with embedded table lookup,
more time can be saved to find data representations for computations. With such optimizations memory bandwidth,
sensitive problems can be solved [85]. Figure 6 shows the memory and computation based layer categorization in a
deep neural network.

4.3 Tesla AI

Tesla AI is more focused on facilitating the autonomous experience for vehicles. Such an autonomous task needs a
vast amount of sensory inputs. Most critical thing is to infer and take actions instantly. For autonomous driving, object
detection, object identification, obstacle avoiding, predicting the flow of objects and many other external sensations are
required to make accurate decisions. With AI modelling, the obvious solution is to create an ensemble solution for each
of the components. For instance, a deep learning network for object detection and object identification can be used.
But when the number of tasks scale to a larger extent, having separate AI model doesn’t provide a scale-able solution.
Common characteristics involved in these tasks must be identified and knowledge has to be shared among the networks
to provide an efficient and scale-able solution. This provides a generalized network to execute multiple tasks with
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Figure 6: Neural Network Layer Categorization on Memory and Computation. Source [85].

multi-disciplines. Tesla has produced Hydra-Nets, a version of a complex AI system which enables the aforementioned
functionality. A reinforcement learning network can help to link up unseen connections or find unseen features in a
given event. This is vital to make automated AI. When complex decisions like steering or moving the car to a specific
location has to be done, some features need to be burrowed from different hydra-nets. For instance, the depth of the
picture is very important in identifying the obstacles, but at the same time, it needs to burrow some features related to
the shape of the road if you need to steer. Each hydra-net is specific for different tasks. A recurrent set of tasks can be
used in such a setting. Figure 7 shows the structure of the multiple networks forming a Hydra-net.

Figure 7: Architecture of Tesla Hydra-Net. Source [86]

As shown in the figure, there are 8 different tasks done by these hydra-nets. Each hydra-net extracts features and all
these features are sent for a 2nd layer to do another evaluation. The speciality of each net performing a unique task is
vital, but having an overall understanding to formulate a clear goal is vital when performing the global task. So the
decision making is done by analyzing the features extracted by each of these systems. All these networks are recurrent
neural networks. So this means it is heavy training. The main issue is these models are very large, so what happens
is the amount of data that has to be processed doesn’t fit the memory. In this case, the single node training won’t be
practical. In such a scenario, distributed training is vital. In these Hydra-Nets, 48 different networks are being used to
provide 1000 tensor outputs as predictions. The estimated time of training is 70,000 GPU hours. It is clear from these
stats that the model parallelism and the data parallelism must be used. Hydra-Nets consume Pytorch model parallel and
data-parallel AI model designs to do the heavy lifting in distributed training. In addition to that, there are special types
of chips called Dojo, designed to improve the inference performances[86].

4.4 Uber AI

Uber AI division focuses on a couple of disciplines which go in parallel with transportation. The Uber Taxi services
have also been linked with a delivery system linked with a large restaurant network. In facilitating such services, traffic
data understanding, estimated time evaluation on services and locating customers and other service centres are vital.
Uber Driver demand prediction is a very important feature. This is vital in understanding where more drivers need to be
and try to arrange resources such that a surge can be handled. Another one is the estimated meal arriving time. ETA
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calculation is a very important thing. Suggestions for texting with the driver. Making things much easier when there is
no room to do heavy typing. In a rainy day, this is great. Involving with large data, the main contribution from Uber to
the state of the art AI ecosystem is the Horovod[87] platform. Horovod is a distributed training platform developed to
facilitate distributed training for Pytorch, Tensorflow, MxNet and Keras. It uses OpenMPI[88] backend to do model
synchronization in distributed training. For the heavy data pre-processing Horovod has been wrapped with Apache
Spark (PySpark) to facilitate an effective workflow.

Dealing with large data pre-processing and facilitating a larger amount of services, data querying becomes a very
intriguing challenge. According to Uber research, most of the data are stored contain thousands of columns, but the
queries from users only require one or 2 columns to generate the expected results. Storing data in an optimized way is
vital to provide efficient services. When this data is transformed into column architecture, the retrieved values are in
transposed. Here the row data in the normal state becomes column data. So when you just need a few rows from the
original setting, this becomes a few columns after converting to row setting. This way of data access is very efficient.
This optimization is vital when such queries are present.

Understanding the business statement is vital to design a data processing system for AI applications. In analyzing more
on data storage in Uber, the largest datasets are stored in a key-value store and then there is an incremental pull of data
for every 30 minutes. Once the data is being pulled, it is being processed as a batch and sorted in timely passion. In
Uber rides, sometimes the trips need to be updated due to the pricing of the trip. So, in this case, these records need to
be retrieved. So these records are going to be updated consistently for a given period. Some transaction update can take
some time to complete its process. Depending on the number of data associated with the transaction, the update process
can be costly. A refund in a complex trip where there were multiple drivers and multiple trips were involved, there has
to be a way to retrieve these records fast from historical data. The data has to be labelled. Once a transaction is being
completed and it must be made immutable after a certain period. This kind of policy enables data being not subjected to
any change.

Aforementioned business statement involves a larger portion of AI system building on data organization. Having batch
and streaming data processing involved to most of the transactions causes a huge overhead in dataflow management.
Most of the data processing in Uber is adopted on Hadoop based technologies. But with the complex data querying
involved with incremental processing followed by batch processing, a novel framework has to be introduced to
encapsulate all the business logic. In addressing this, an effective solution on top of the existing framework was
designed. This framework is known as Marmaray[89]. In incremental processing and batch processing pipelines, there
can be an update for an existing key-value pair. In such a scenario the record can be viewed in two formats. One format
is the latest mode, which provides the data set with the final updates. The other data retrieval mode is the incremental
mode, it provides the view of the latest given a previous checkpoint timestamp. Hudi[90] is a framework designed
within Uber to facilitate such complex tasks[91]. Figure 8 shows the Lambda architecture in Hudi.

Figure 8: Lambda Architecture in HUDI. Source [90]
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4.5 Microsoft AI

In modern research, Microsoft AI has been mostly focused around providing scale-able solutions via Azure cloud. In
addition to that, the literature on Microsoft AI shows that their main focus is towards solving problems by providing AI
as services. These are some of such influential services on AI. Vector search is an AI-powered search instead of classical
index-based search. By analyzing user inputs, approximate results are being retrieved by the use of AI algorithms. Here
deep learning models are being used to represent data as vectors. The distance between vectors designates the similarity
of two entities. "Approximate nearest neighbour (ANN) algorithms search billions of vectors, returning results in
milliseconds"[92]. Snip Insights [93] is an AI-based tool developed for identifying famous people or landmarks. Such
applications are very important for people who are travelling and exploring the world. Snow leopard trust [94] is a
research project on enabling a safe environment for snow leopards. In this research, scientists are using "camera traps to
spot snow leopards in their natural habitats with minimal disruption". This camera traps records hundreds of thousands
of images. The necessity is to identify and analyze these images. By facilitating image processing techniques developed
on AI provides support for such a labour-intensive task. Ethics in AI [95] is one of the most important aspects that need
to be considered. In this research, the focus on providing technology support for people with disabilities. This research
questions and answers the ethical duty of AI to serve humanity. In addition to this, Cortana is another Microsoft AI
advisor which is built on top of a larger ecosystem of AI technologies.

4.6 Amazon AI

Amazon is another business entity involved in AI-related research. The main applications from Amazon focus on
user experience improvement on shopping, delivering, searching and conversational intelligence. Understanding user
requirements via searches and existing purchases is a qualitative and quantitative study. Using classical statistical
models limit the deep understanding. In recent research from Amazon, the main focus is on deep learning-based
research. Amazon Alexa is one of the main research outputs from these AI-related research. This contains a larger
area of expertise to produce a natural conversational AI. At the moment, Alexa also serves as a digital advisor with the
capability of linking up with external services like weather, news, music, video, smart devices, etc. Home automation
and voice navigated instructions to control electronic services is one of the outcomes of this AI advisor.

Figure 9: Amazon Alexa Workflow. Source [96]

Natural conversation is one of the most important aspects to provide a streamlined service. For such services, AI models
developed using deep learning for signal processing and denoising are used. In addition to this, data pre-processing at
the Edge is one of the most effective usages of network bandwidth. The Alexa AI or the inference models are hosted
on the cloud, so the synthesised speech is sent to the cloud with pre-processing. The task offloading from Edge to
Cloud is an important aspect that is considered in Alexa to provide low-latency responses. In the cloud, this data is
being inferred with relevant AI models and results are communicated the user as voice. Signal denoising and voice
recognition are very important technologies at the user end. In addition to this understanding complex sentences and
infer the meaning from such sentences is vital for a digital advisor like Alexa. Figure 9 shows the workflow associated
with Amazon Alexa.
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Amazon SageMaker[97] is another tool developed to cover a subsection of AI, machine learning. This tool is a complete
workflow manager which enables data cleaning, machine learning algorithm modelling, auto-tuning, monitoring,
deploying and maintenance. It covers the life-cycle of a machine learning related project. Most of the functionalities
are around auto-tuning and automating most of the redundant work in machine learning algorithm modelling. The
workflow of SageMaker can also be used to develop AI workflow management.

5 IBM with Big Data Stack

There are a set of application areas identified by IBM research on data analytics and simulation workflows. Data
analytics is mostly done by big data systems. The simulation workflows are mainly done by high-performance systems.
In addition to that, there are some applications and research interests overlapping both of these areas. The convergence
of the high performance and big data stack provides a highly productive and high-performance region. High productivity
enables powerful APIs for data organization. And also the power of high-performance computing literally enables the
high performance.

Under the data analytics category, there are tasks related to data organization, data processing and interpretation. Data
organization takes place at the source of the data pipeline. When dealing with the data generated by different sources,
handling unstructured or semi-structured data is a very important aspect of the first step towards data organization.
Spark offers a structured streaming API for handling structured data. This enables schema for the data stream, and this
is very useful in the higher levels of the data pipeline. For any other big data system, it is vital to have structured data
processing capability. Down the data pipeline, the data filtering, grouping takes place. Depending on various application
requirements it is vital to understand how to provide such capabilities. These steps basically cover the data organization
and data processing section of data analytics. This is the generic data-oriented workflow in a big data system. Due to
the exponential growth of data, centralized data processing won’t become a practical approach. In the decentralized
data processing, providing big data systems to extend the data processing capabilities from cloud to edge is vital. Task
offloading from cloud to edge is enabled by this way. So the overhead caused by sending raw data over the network can
be eliminated by such a process. In addition to that, data summarizing or data compression is also a very important task
that needs to be done on the edge. For such cases, PCA, TSNE[98] or lightweight DNN models can be used.

The data simulation category is highly associated with various model simulations in domain science problems. Most
of the data associated with this area are structured. The reason is most of these models are designed for domain
science-related research. The expected outcome is not known but the structure of the outcome is known as the data
sources are the endpoints of the designed simulators. In such cases, the overhead is data organization is minimum.
The strength of this category mostly depends on doing computations much faster. Exascale experimenting is one
of the strengths in the data simulation related applications. The objective of this application category is to enable
high-performance applications.

Enabling better systems for understanding data and making new interpretations of data is the main goal. Both data
analytics systems and data simulation systems have strengths and weaknesses. For instance, data analytics systems are
strong in data organization but not as competitive as data simulation systems in processing data with high efficiency.
This effect is vice-versa. The overlap of these systems is very valuable to build a unified system which has the strengths
of both data analytics and data simulation systems. The challenge is understanding how such frameworks can be
designed aligned together to support efficient applications.

With this study by IBM on the overlap of the data analytics and data simulation frameworks, the design of such a system
comes under four main layers.

• Application Level: Involves with both big data applications and applications and community codes from
various domain sciences.

• Middleware and Management: In this layer, as per big data model, it contains the distributed data
management, data processing APIs and all the software developed for these purposes. For HPC mode, there
are MPI, OpenMP related application development libraries and supporting development tools.

• System Software: For big data model, virtualization, containers and other cloud services related tools can be
noted as core components. For HPC model, specific container management tools like Singularity, Shifter can
be denoted. But all the components lie upon the Linux OS variant.

• Cluster Hardware: Cluster hardware is the lowest layer where the network connections and network storage
for both HPC and big data system stands. For big data applications, Ethernet switches, local node storage,
etc can be denoted as sub-components. For HPC model, Infiniband, Ethernet switches, GPU accelerators and
other In-situ processing components can be noted.
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As the idea is the converged software development, the best way to support the overlap is by providing support for
the big data stack to match with the high-performance application development. The reason is the necessity always
come with easiness to develop applications. That is one of the most significant qualities of the big data systems. So the
overlap of these two domains must provide MPI as a service, big data tools as a service, web app as a service, GPU as a
service and similar components that could make an impact. Hereafter the term "The Overlap" refers to the system
design with the overlap of the aforementioned system disciplines. Figure 10 shows the Apache Spark related application
stack developed by IBM.

Figure 10: Apache Spark related Application Stack

Figure 10 shows the generic layout of a system designed with the overlap of big data and HPC model. Under this
unified framework, there are three main tracks of system design.

• Linking with Scientific Applications: There are many tools designed for climate modelling, earthquake
analysis, genomics analysis, etc. Re-writing them in the new APIs created by the overlap. So the best model is
to support the applications via creating interfaces to connect the overlap and these scientific applications.

• Machine Learning and Deep Learning Support: Many frameworks are supporting the development of
streamlines machine learning and deep learning application. So rather than re-writing these codes, it is better
to link them with the existing frameworks.

• Data Analytics Support: SQL, R and frameworks like H2O offers a variety of APIs to do data analytics in a
streamlined passion.

The main concern with linking up the high-performance programming models with the big data stack is the language
barrier. For the cause of much easier programmability, JVM oriented languages are extensively used in developing big
data frameworks. But almost all the high-performance applications are designed with C++/Fortran or FPGA. Apart
from the language boundary, linking up JVM oriented programs to support accelerated hardware devices like GPUs or
TPUs is a great challenge. The best way is to design linking programmes between each of these programming stacks.
But still, the data movement issue has to be handled when data has to be copied from CPU to GPU for optimized
computations involved with matrix or vector computations. Spark provides optimizers for JVM related application
development with Tungsten and Catalyst projects. Similar optimizers are necessary for other big data frameworks to
support optimum performance. The first line of optimizations comes under the language level optimizations on JVM.
IBM has optimized several Java implementations (OpenJDK and OpenJ9).

5.1 JVM Optimization

OpenJ9 is one of the prominent work from IBM for JVM optimization. This has been tested with Apache Spark and the
results show that there is a significant improvement in performance with OpenJ9. Some of the improvements are as
follows.

• Java object models with smaller footprints
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• Effective Garbage Collection
• Efficient JVM lock contention schems
• JIT (Just-In-Time compilation)
• GPU-enabled JIT
• Shared classes technology

Figure 11: Language Optimization Support for Apache Spark

Figure 11 shows the language level optimization added big data system evolved around Apache Spark. Another task of
the language level optimization is to provide native C/C++ performance by using JNI for tasks to get better performance.
Underneath the language optimization layer, there exists the scaling capability obtained from IBM Spectrum and IBM
Cloud Private. Underneath this layer, there exist communication, storage/communication and accelerator layer. The
communication layer is associated with RDMA and GPUDirect. The storage/communication layer is associated with
NVMe, OpenCAPI and Flash/RDMA. The accelerator layer is associated with GPU/NVLink and FPGA. Apart from
these, there are connectors to online message processing via message brokers.

5.2 GPU Acceleration

IBM has worked on a GPU-enabled version of Apache Spark, called IBMSparkGPU. The compute-intensive workload
is being allowed to run on GPUs. Here the support for Spark Mlib, SparkSQL and GrapX has been given to run on
GPUs. Besides, the GPU code generation is done using Tungsten. And the other way of supporting GPU Acceleration
is providing support for GPU-enabled data analytics or simulation platforms. For instance, Tensorflow, Pytorch and
CuDNN (with Rapids) already support GPU with their underline architecture. So it is always easier effective to support
such platforms to harness the power of GPU for big data analytics. Optimizations associated with these system design
always couple with JVM. And the optimizations are done for JVM as mentioned in section 5.1, have enabled better
performance for Apache Spark.

5.3 Data Broker

IBM-Databroker is the message broker level optimization added for the overlap. It is nothing but an in-memory
key-value store enabling applications to share data using one or more namespaces. In a traditional dataflow model
program, if a message broker is not used, the data is fed to the analytics engine in terms of File (I/O) or sockets. With
a file-based approach, the latency can be very high, as the data has to be load from the disk into the memory. This
becomes a task with a longer latency. Sockets, the issue is the same, the latency is very high. The advantage of a data
broker is that a data broker can be used to link the distributed data over multiple nodes using the DRAM. This is much
effective than using I/O oriented methods. In this setting, the latency is relatively lower than that of an I/O oriented
method. Another advantage of using a data broker is app discovery can be effectively carried out. To improve the
performance in Spark a data broker mechanism has been introduced by IBM. In Spark for shuffling the data, blocks
are stored on disk. The main overhead lies in the OS as the I/O operations are intensive. With a data broker, a simpler
shuffle is implemented with No File I/O, disk access and no sorting.
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6 Distributed Data Paradigm

Distributed data paradigm contains business entities and various resources they make. Apart from the large business
entities, there are other academic and non-academic related entities developing such systems.

6.1 K3s and K8s For Containing

In scaling applications with the virtual machines, Kubernetes or K8s related software stack provides a much easier way
of scaling applications. Kubernetes provides support in managing containerized workloads and services. There are
two types of workloads associated with modern-day systems. Things that run on larger hardware like data centres and
things that run on much smaller hardware like decentralized Edge-devices. In both these scenarios, containerization is
vital. K3s becomes the lightweight Kubernetes for Edge-devices. In scaling deep learning models in the Edge devices,
K38s can be used to do better scaling and maintaining models[99].

6.2 Streaming for AI with Message Brokers

Streaming machine learning and streaming for deep learning inference need state of the art message brokers to make
the workflow streamlined. In such cases, a few of the current state of the art streaming brokers are Apache Kafka[100],
ZeroMQ[101] and RabbitMQ[102]. Among these, Apache Kafka provides a streamlined API in Java and Python. This
enables easier application development and connector design for other big data systems. When connecting multiple
systems which work on different disciplines, message-brokers are the best way to provide access to different services.
There are many layers involved in these large big data ecosystem. There is a huge issue in combining all these layers
together to enable a complete workflow. Linking each of these components, Extract, Store, Transformation, Load and
Store is a challenge. That is the main reason most of the application developers use message brokers to link different
services and systems[103].

6.3 Lambda for Incremental Processing

Lambda architecture uses both batch processing and stream processing to enable the increasing requirement for low-
latency application development with the rise of data contained in the big data applications. This is more like a definition
of data processing rather than a system design.

6.4 Storage Handling

In the earliest days of handling big data, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) was the most prominent way of
managing the distributed data. With the increasing demand for data, the MapReduce came into the picture. MapReduce
concept is all about processing the distributed data in terms of a mapping process and reduction process. In a mapping
process, data is being filtered or transformed. In a reduction process, data summarizing is being handled by arithmetic
or algebraic expression. All these processes are happening in a distributed manner and HDFS supports the data
management, basically, data read, write and delete. But with the increase of various applications, there are requirements
on retrieving a part of a data record. For instance, a record contains sub-records. Generally, these records are representing
in row formats. The issue with the row format is, the data storage is not well compressed and not I/O efficient when
records have to be retrieved in such a way that, a few elements in a row of data records are useful for the query. In
supporting such requirements, a different storage mode can be efficient. With memory architecture, a columnar data
structure with more data compression can be used to do effective querying. Parquet is one such columnar data storage
format and the Apache Arrow is a cross-platform in-memory columnar data format. These new trends have improved
data storage and data handling across multiple big data platforms.

6.5 Databricks

Databricks is the Apache Spark-based entity designing a variety of solutions for the big data stack. They support
all of the states of the art data processing functions like data storage, data querying, data analytics in both streaming
and batch formats, machine learning and deep learning. Databricks support application development especially on
Jupyter notebooks with PySpark, a python wrapper for Apache Spark Scala core. This allows most of the application
developers to design applications with much ease and it allows connecting with most of the state of the art python-based
APIs like PyArrow, Tensorflow, PyTorch, MXNet, Pandas and many other such libraries. In addition to that, the
MLFlow system designed to evaluate machine learning and deep learning algorithm training and testing have been a
new addition. It provides an API abstraction linked with Tensorflow to evaluate the training process. All these additions
to the Apache Spark big data system enables application development much more streamlined than the other big data
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systems. In addition, another new addition is the structured streaming API of Apache Spark supporting schema-based
data processing with the SQL-enabled streaming API.

6.6 Harp

Harp[104] is one of the high performance communication library designed on top of the Java language. Due to usability
in Java, extending to ML and similar workflow development can be enhanced by Harp communication collectives.
Like MPI, Harp offers similar collectives like, reduce, allreduce, gather, allgather, broadcast and another Harp specific,
rotation. Harp-DAAL[105] is an extension to Intel DAAL[106] library which facilitates deep learning and machine
learning performance improvement on Harp.

6.7 Twister2

Twister2[107] is a big data system enabling both batch and stream processing with the deployments on Kubernetes,
Mesos, Slurm and also a MPI backend. Twister2:Net[108] is the core of Twister2 framework. It enables writing both
batch and streaming applications with a unified API. Twister2 also supports machine learning applications. Twister2
has a dynamic task graph design which enables designing complex applications in a streamlined passion. Twister2
default runtime is developed on top of MPI ISend and IRecv communication protocols. This allows Twister2 to do
collective communication much faster than other state of the art big data systems.

6.8 BigDL

BigDL[109] written on PySpark. These frameworks also support developing deep learning applications but now most
of the applications have been developed on Tensorflow and Pytorch.

6.9 Weka and Moa

Weka[110] is one of the most prominent machine learning designed by the academic institute, University of Waikato.
This is a complete library machine learning with data processing and data organization. Weka has also extended the
classical batch mode applications into streaming applications by using Moa[111]. Moa is a streaming machine learning
library built with the core of Weka.

6.10 Apache Samoa

Apache Samoa[112] is another streaming machine learning framework which is inactive at the moment. Apache Samoa
supported creating a complete streamlined workflow for streaming machine learning algorithms. It also supports the
streaming workflow with Apache Flink and Apache Storm.

6.11 H20

In addition to this, there are some other Deep Learning related tools like. In addition H20 is also another distributed
library which supports development of deep learning and similar workflow applications with in-memory distributed
computing capability[113].

6.12 GraphX

Apache Spark’s Graphx[114] is one of the earliest high performance graph processing library built on big data stack. It
supports graph processing with the core of Apache Spark. Graphx allows to do distributed iterative graph processing
within a single system.

6.13 Snap

Snap [115] or Standford Network Analysis Platform is defined as a general purpose network analysis and graph library.
This library is written in C++ and graph implementations designed with this tool scales for hundreds of millions of
nodes with billions of edges. This framework also has a Python interface called SNAP.py.
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6.14 Petuum

Petuum[116] is a distributed machine learning library which supports both data and model parallelism. This framework
supports matrix factorization, Lasso, SVM, Convolutional Neural Networks, Latent Dirtchlet Allocation, Logistic
regression, KMeans, etc. This is one of the most prominent machine learning libraries which support model parallelism.

6.15 DeepDriveMd

DeepDriveMD[20] is a deep-learning-oriented protein fold simulation library with adaptive simulations. This tool has
better performance over other protein fold simulation systems because of the usage of deep learning analysis. It enables
the effective learning of the latent representations and drive adaptive simulations.

6.16 Deep Learning and Machine Learning Frameworks with Middle-ware Support

The deep learning or machine learning systems consumes a vast range of other resources. In the universe of these
complex systems, this AI component recognized as an ML component in figure 12, is just a tiny piece. There are other
layers which facilitates the functionality of the ML system.

Figure 12: System Overview of an Intelligent System

In the table 1 shows the AI frameworks along with the third-party and core systems supported in scaling and providing
support for multiple applications.

In addition for graph neural networks a framework called Deep Graph Library[117] also supports with the state of the
art platforms like Amazon SageMaker, Apache MXNet, Pytorch and Tensorflow.

Active or Inactive nature is decided upon the recent releases of the library.

7 Breaching the Programming Language Barrier

The main reason for big data systems not being popular among scientists is the learning curve of programming languages
like Java, Scala, C++, etc. Most of the big data systems are designed with Java and Scala while high-performance
systems are designed with C++. This is where python becomes the most helpful programming language in breaching
the gap between a domain scientist and a big data system. Apache Spark, Apache Flink and many other big data systems
provide a Python API. In addition to these big data systems, there are other systems designed by both HPC and Big data
community to provide high-performance data solutions to scientists.

7.1 Dask

Dask is a distributed computing platform written for Pythonic applications. Dask support data organization with
easy-in-memory loading, support for Numpy and Scipy. Besides, Dask is a frontier python framework which supports
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Table 1: AI Framework and Middleware

AI/BigData Framework Middleware AI Major Status
Scikit-Learn Dask Machine Learning Active
Tensorflow Apache Spark, Google XLA Deep Learning Active
Pytorch Apache Spark Deep Learning Active
MXNet Horovod Deep Learning Active
Weka MOA Machine Learning Active
Spark Mlib Apache Spark Machine Learning Inactive
Apache Samoa Apache Samoa Streaming Machine Learning Inactive
Keras Tensorflow, Theano Deep Learning Active
Graphx Apache Spark Graph Computation Active
Snap C++ and Python Graph Computation Active
Petuum Distributed Model and Data Parallel Native System Machine Learning Active
H20 Multithreaded MapReduce Machine Learning Active
BigDL Apache Spark Deep Learning Active

Deep Graph Library
Native Python Libraries
Amazon Sagemaker
Apache MXNet

Graph Neural Network Active

many other python-based data analytics tools like, Scikit-Learn, Scikit-Image, Rapids, etc. Because of the high usability
of python and support of Dask for multiple frameworks, this is being used by many researchers to do domain science
research.

7.2 Epython

Epython[118] is a lightweight python API developed for application development in micro-architectures. In this design,
the interpreter and the runtime resident has an actual memory size of 24KB. And this implementation works both with
many-core processors executed independently and co-processors with some extra shared memory between the host.

7.3 PyComps

PyCOMPS[119] is a framework built on Python to support parallel computation workflows. The APIs in PyCOMPS
allows users to write the programmes sequentially but use functions with asynchronous tasks by annotating them. This
allows domain scientists to write parallel programmes with much ease.

7.4 Dislib

Dislib[120] is a distributed computing library providing distributed algorithms for scientific computations. This library
is highly focused on machine learning algorithms. This is a library designed on top of PyCOMPS7.3 library.

7.5 Parsl

Parsl[121] is a Python oriented framework designed to run programs on any compute resource from laptops to
supercomputers. This framework also supports annotation oriented methods to do parallel programming and the APIs
have abstracted the parallel logics from the user so that parallel programmes can be written in a streamlined passion.

8 Conclusion

AI systems consisting machine learning, deep learning and reinforcement learning systems are always coupled with
data and simulations. In designing larger ecosystems capable of solving state of the art scientific and non-scientific
problems, the big data frameworks associated with data processing can be very vital in designing such systems. From
this study, the conclusion made is that machine learning, deep learning and reinforcement learning are vital, but these
applications cannot exist without the support of high-performance big data systems.
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